SUBVERSION: ISLAM’S MASSIVE GOVERNMENT INVASION
We believe it is safe to say that Islam has now infested nearly every facet of everyday life
in America in ways that most people are not even remotely aware of. Why? Because the
changes are designed to appear benign and to happen only in a gradual way. Do you
remember the story of the proverbial frog that is put into a pot of water that eventually is
boiled alive as long as the temperature is only increased gradually? Well, just as the frog
brushes off the small temperature rises as mild discomfort, so too are Americans brushing
off daily demands of cultural change as a mild inconvenience – failing to see the
cumulative effects of Islam on their country and culture. It only gets worse from here.
Consider the following list, attributable to Islamic demands:
1) Forcing Islamic prayer rooms in schools, universities and public places,
2) Demanding that employers make special accommodations for Islamic dress,
prayer times and halal food,
3) Demanding jails change policies to allow headscarves while no other inmate can
wear a head covering,
4) Attempting to stifle free speech by perpetually marching and threatening violence,
5) Sneaky attempts to Islamize children with talking toys for toddlers that say,
“Islam is the light”,
6) Inserting supposed “Islamic Experts” on school textbook publishing approval
panels to whitewash Islam and diminish Christianity and Judaism,
7) Demanding foot baths be installed at public colleges with taxpayer money,
8) Setting up chains of charter school and firing Americans and bringing in
unqualified Islamic teachers from Turkey and requiring salary kickbacks and
preference construction contracts,
9) Demanding segregated swimming times at public pools for Islamic women only,
10) Demanding new food labeling requirements to ascertain if animals have been
slaughtered barbarically where the butcher yells Islamic praise to Allah as the
throats are slit,
11) Demanding the military and all government and policing agencies remove all
references to Islamic terrorism from training materials,
12) Demanding that crosses in Catholic colleges be removed as they are offensive to
Muslims.
Haven’t heard about any of these? As we said, most Americans are enjoying a ‘snoozefest’ while America burns.
The above items in no way represent a comprehensive list. – it is just a sample of what is
beginning to happen all over the U.S. But, you can easily see that with Muslims now only
comprising 1-2% of the total U.S. population, they are beginning the endless demands for
the host culture of America to change and conform to Shariah norms – just as they have
done in every other country they have eventually taken over for 1400 years. Understand
this: it has ALWAYS worked, and no, we are not different. Hitler used the same

approach in Germany and look what happened there. The Germans were an intelligent
and productive people. But they also fell for the gradualism approach. Take at hard look
at Europe today. Islamization is almost complete http://frontpagemag.com/2012/brucebawer/islamization-of-europe-the-numbers-dont-lie/.
Even though the above approach by Muslims to change America is unacceptable, the list
of daily, continuously escalating demands is only the tip of the iceberg. The larger
problem is that the most subversive elements of Islam are infiltrating every government
office in the land. Of course the goal is to either start making the laws as legislators or
block laws that are not favorable to Islam.
There are now very dangerous members of the Muslim Brotherhood and other seditious
groups in Congress and the White House. As an example, the family members of the aide
to the Secretary of State are founding members of the Muslim Brotherhood. Her husband
is a previous member of Congress. There are high-level MOLES in the Department of
Homeland Security, the Transportation Safety Administration and even some serving on
presidential advisory councils. In fact, it is reported they have even infiltrated the
Conservative Political Action Committee (CPAC) posing as low taxation advocates!
http://counterjihadreport.com/category/grover-norquist/
.
How did we get here? Easy. We got complacent while the MOLES spent ever waking
hour working a plan. This is no different than what happened with the other two
totalitarian ideologies of our time: Communism and Nazism. They also infiltrated the
U.S. Government at high levels. But, there is one major difference. America was not
exactly a “politically correct” country at that time. We are now afraid to even name the
enemy for fear of offending the enemy. Go figure.
But, all is not lost - yet. Some high-level groups are speaking out and producing tools to
help the rest of us spread the word. The highly credible Center for Security Policy has put
together an incredible series of documents and videos to help you understand the depths
of the penetration of the various subversive entities such as the Muslim Brotherhood.
Watch and read them all and you will have a VERY good understanding of what we are
facing as a nation.
Prepare to be shocked and scared.

